COVID MANAGEMENT AT SCHOOL

**COVID-19 POSITIVE**

→ **STAY HOME UNTIL** → **SYMPTOMS ONSET** → **WAIT 10 DAYS AFTER** → **REQUIREMENT #1**

- OR-

**SYMPTOMS ONSET**

→ **REQUIREMENT #2** → **AT LEAST 24 HRS WITHOUT FEVER** & **BETWEEN 100.4 °F WITHOUT USE OF FEVER-REDUCING MEDICATIONS** → **REQUIREMENT #3** → **ALL SYMPTOMS IMPROVE** → **NEGATIVE TEST NOT REQUIRED FOR RETURN**

**COVID-19 SYMPTOMS**

→ **STAY HOME & TEST OR:** → **OPTION #1** → **WAIT 10 DAYS AFTER** → **SYMPTOMS ONSET**

→ **OR** → **OPTION #2** → **TEST NEGATIVE** → **DATE OF RETURN = DAY 11** (IF ALL REQUIREMENTS ABOVE ARE MET)

→ **OR** → **OPTION #3** → **ALTERNATIVE DIAGNOSIS** → **DATE OF RETURN = DATE OF ALTERNATIVE DIAGNOSIS**

**SYMPTOMS ONSET** = **DAY 0**

**DATE OF RETURN = DAY 11** (IF ALL REQUIREMENTS ABOVE ARE MET)

**DATE OF SYMPTOMS START = DAY 0**

**DATE OF RETURN = DAY 11** (WITHOUT TEST)

**DATE OF RETURN = 24 HOURS AFTER SYMPTOMS** (WITH NEGATIVE TEST)

**DATE OF RETURN = DATE OF ALTERNATIVE DIAGNOSIS**

**SCENARIO A**

- STAFF OR STUDENT VACCINATED

→ **CLOSE CONTACT** → **NO QUARANTINE** → **DATE OF CONTACT = DAY 0**

→ **EARLIEST DATE OF RETURN = DAY 11** (IF ALL REQUIREMENTS ABOVE ARE MET)

**SCENARIO B**

- CHILD ONLY UNVACCINATED

→ **MODIFIED QUARANTINE** → **RETURN:**

- **DAY 8** (IF NEG TEST **DAY 6 OR LATER**)

- **DAY 11** (WITHOUT TEST)

**SCENARIO C**

- ADULT ONLY UNVACCINATED

→ **ADULT QUARANTINE** → **RETURN:**

- **DAY 11** (IF NEG TEST **DAY 8 OR LATER**)

**MASK OR NO MASK**

**EARLIEST DATE OF RETURN = DAY 11** (IF ALL REQUIREMENTS ABOVE ARE MET)
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